
Big Data and Machine Learning in Health Care

Nearly all aspects of modern life are in some way being
changed by big data and machine learning. Netflix knows
what movies people like to watch and Google knows
what people want to know based on their search histo-
ries. Indeed, Google has recently begun to replace much
of its existing non–machine learning technology with ma-
chine learning algorithms, and there is great optimism
that these techniques can provide similar improve-
ments across many sectors.

It isnosurprisethenthatmedicineisawashwithclaims
of revolution from the application of machine learning to
big health care data. Recent examples have demonstrated
that big data and machine learning can create algorithms
that perform on par with human physicians.1 Though ma-
chine learning and big data may seem mysterious at first,
they are in fact deeply related to traditional statistical mod-
els that are recognizable to most clinicians. It is our hope
that elucidating these connections will demystify these
techniques and provide a set of reasonable expectations
for the role of machine learning and big data in health care.

Machine learning was originally described as a pro-
gram that learns to perform a task or make a decision au-
tomatically from data, rather than having the behavior ex-
plicitlyprogrammed.However,thisdefinitionisverybroad
and could cover nearly any form of data-driven approach.
For instance, consider the Framingham cardiovascular risk
score,whichassignspointstovariousfactorsandproduces
a number that predicts 10-year cardiovascular risk. Should
this be considered an example of machine learning? The
answer might obviously seem to be no. Closer inspection
oftheFraminghamriskscorerevealsthattheanswermight
not be as obvious as it first seems. The score was originally
created2 by fitting a proportional hazards model to data
frommorethan5300patients,andsothe“rule”wasinfact
learnedentirelyfromdata.Designatingariskscoreasama-
chine learning algorithm might seem a strange notion, but
this example reveals the uncertain nature of the original
definition of machine learning.

It is perhaps more useful to imagine an algorithm as
existing along a continuum between fully human-guided
vs fully machine-guided data analysis. To understand the
degree to which a predictive or diagnostic algorithm can
said to be an instance of machine learning requires under-
standing how much of its structure or parameters were
predetermined by humans. The trade-off between human
specificationofapredictivealgorithm’spropertiesvslearn-
ing those properties from data is what is known as the
machine learning spectrum. Returning to the Framingham
study, to create the original risk score statisticians and
clinical experts worked together to make many important
decisions, such as which variables to include in the model,
therelationshipbetweenthedependentandindependent
variables, and variable transformations and interactions.
Since considerable human effort was used to define these
properties, it would place low on the machine learning

spectrum (#19 in the Figure and Supplement). Many
evidence-based clinical practices are based on a statistical
model of this sort, and so many clinical decisions in fact ex-
ist on the machine learning spectrum (middle left of
Figure). On the extreme low end of the machine learning
spectrum would be heuristics and rules of thumb that do
not directly involve the use of any rules or models explic-
itly derived from data (bottom left of Figure).

Suppose a new cardiovascular risk score is created
that includes possible extensions to the original model.
For example, it could be that risk factors should not be
added but instead should be multiplied or divided, or per-
haps a particularly important risk factor should square
the entire score if it is present. Moreover, if it is not known
in advance which variables will be important, but thou-
sands of individual measurements have been col-
lected, how should a good model be identified from
among the infinite possibilities?

This is precisely what a machine learning algorithm
attempts to do. As humans impose fewer assumptions on
the algorithm, it moves further up the machine learning
spectrum. However, there is never a specific threshold
wherein a model suddenly becomes “machine learning”;
rather, all of these approaches exist along a continuum,
determined by how many human assumptions are placed
onto the algorithm.

An example of an approach high on the machine
learning spectrum has recently emerged in the form of
so-called deep learning models. Deep learning models are
stunningly complex networks of artificial neurons that
were designed expressly to create accurate models di-
rectly from raw data. Researchers recently demon-
strated a deep learning algorithm capable of detecting
diabetic retinopathy (#4 in the Figure, top center) from
retinal photographs at a sensitivity equal to or greater
than that of ophthalmologists.1 This model learned the
diagnosis procedure directly from the raw pixels of
the images with no human intervention outside of a team
of ophthalmologists who annotated each image with the
correct diagnosis. Because they are able to learn the task
with little human instruction or prior assumptions, these
deep learning algorithms rank very high on the ma-
chine learning spectrum (Figure, light blue circles).

Though they require less human guidance, deep
learning algorithms for image recognition require enor-
mous amounts of data to capture the full complexity,
variety, and nuance inherent to real-world images.
Consequently, these algorithms often require hun-
dreds of thousands of examples to extract the salient
image features that are correlated with the outcome of
interest. Higher placement on the machine learning spec-
trum does not imply superiority, because different tasks
require different levels of human involvement. While al-
gorithms high on the spectrum are often very flexible and
can learn many tasks, they are often uninterpretable
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and function mostly as “black boxes.” In contrast, algorithms lower
on the spectrum often produce outputs that are easier for humans
to understand and interpret. Also, the flexibility offered by the high
end of the spectrum requires vast amounts of computational re-
sources must be used to develop and deploy these algorithms.

It is precisely because there is access to much larger sources of
clinical data and faster computers in the last decade that algo-
rithms on the high end of the machine learning spectrum have be-
come practical and useful. Health care data can come from a di-
verse set of sources, including the electronic health care record
(which includes laboratory results, imaging studies, and diagnosis
codes), fitness trackers, genetic testing, among many others.3 At its
core, big data represents an opportunity, and this is especially true
for applications in health care. Machine learning is one such tool to
integrate and make sense of health care data at this scale.

Machine learning is not a magic device that can spin data into
gold, though many news releases would imply that it can. Instead,

it is a natural extension to traditional statistical approaches. Ma-
chine learning is a valuable and increasingly necessary tool for the
modern health care system. Considering the vast amounts of infor-
mation a physician may need to evaluate3—such as the patient’s per-
sonal history, familial diseases, genomic sequences, medications, ac-
tivity on social media, admissions to other hospitals—deriving insight
to guide clinical decision may be an overwhelming task for any one
person. As more control is ceded to algorithms, it is important to note
that these new algorithmic decision-making tools come with no guar-
antees of fairness, equitability, or even veracity. Although we are re-
luctant to repeat the cliché, even with the best machine learning al-
gorithms the maxim of "garbage in, garbage out" remains true.
Whether an algorithm is high or low on the machine learning spec-
trum, best analytic practices must be used to ensure that the end
result is robust and valid. This is especially true in health care be-
cause these algorithms have the potential to affect the lives of mil-
lions of patients.
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Figure. The Axes of Machine Learning and Big Data
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Traditional clinical studies analyze data from hundreds or thousands of patients
using a carefully designed statistical model and thus are low on the machine
learning spectrum. Deep learning models are at the top of the spectrum. At the

very top are generative adversarial networks, which can learn to generate new
images by examining a large database of existing images. See the Supplement
for details including supporting references and expansions of abbreviations.
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